Abstract -In this paper, we propose an eye detection method that is robust to facial pose changes using gradient directional features of brightness and a particle filter. The rejection function of incorrect eye detection in the proposed method allows for the eye detection again even if the eye is incorrectly detected. In this method, to estimate the boundary between the iris and sclera or eyelid, the gradient intensities are calculated by four directional Prewitt filters in four regions. The likelihood used in the particle filter is obtained by averaging the gradient intensities for the specific direction in the four regions and the upper eyelid area. From experimental results, the average detection rates of both eyes for roll, yaw, and pitch angles of the face are more than 90% by using rejection function for incorrect eye detection. The rejection function produces the 4.4%, 4.5%, and 4.9% increases in average detection rates of both eyes for roll, yaw, and pitch facial angles, respectively. The proposed eye detection method can track both eye in real-time (about 20 ms) and is robust to the facial pose changes.
Introduction
Recently, human computer interfaces employing not only contact-type input devices, such as mouse and keyboard, but also non-contact input devices, have seen active development [1] - [3] . A non-contact input device, operated by eye-movement, is used as a communication tool for patients suffering from cerebral apoplexy, ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) and for individuals with physically impairments to their hands or legs. Non-contact eye input devices rely on the condition of an individual's eyes, such as eye movement, gaze, blinking, etc. The most common method of eye condition estimation is image processing, using a facial image captured by a camera. Employing this method, incorrect or failed eye detection can induce inappropriate operations in the input device. Thus, the eye input device requires accurate detection of eye position in the facial image. Many eye detection methods have been proposed, i.e. template matching [4] , AAM (Active Appearance Model) [5] [6] , SSR (SixSegmented Rectangular) filter [7] , edge directional feature [8] , and ellipse model of the iris [9] . However, in these methods, the correct eye detection rate decreases by the facial pose changes and it is difficult to detect the eye again if once failed eye detection has occurred.
In order to correctly detect the eye again even if the eye is incorrectly detected, we propose an eye detection method with rejection function for incorrect eye detection using the gradient directional features and a particle filter. This method is robust to the facial pose changes and can detect both eye positions in real-time. In this paper, the performance of proposed eye detection method is evaluated by obtaining the eye detection rates in roll, yaw, and pitch directions of faces. Further, the processing time (computational cost) is measured using the dynamic images.
Particle Filter
In this study, we use a particle filter to detect the eye robustly and to steady against 3D facial pose, noise and occlusion [10] . A particle filter, which is a time series filters, applies an arbitrary probability density function in statetransition (system) and observation models. An outline of the particle filter functionality follows.
State Estimation
The 
In this study 
where ( )
is central position of the eye and
is moving velocity of the eye.
Algorithm
A particle filter tracks the object by updating the probability density functions of the state transition and likelihood, approximated recursively using numerous particles. The particle sets that are represented by the prior distribution 
where δ is the Dirac delta function and N represents the number of particles. A particle filter can track an object by repeated execution of the following algorithms.
II) The following, steps i), ii), and iii), are executed at
i) For each particle, steps a) and b) are executed.
a) The system noise, ( ) 
In this study, to adjust the head movement, the dynamical motion model shown in (7) and (8) is employed.
ii) For the particles,
, the normalized weight,
is the probability of observing value t y when state t x equals
is generated by re-sampling from
in proportion to the weight, ) (n t π .
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Eye Detection Method
Outline of Eye Detection Method
The flowchart of the eye detection process is shown in Fig. 1 . First, the color image captured with the camera is converted into a gray scale image (640 × 480 pixels), and the initial particles are randomly distributed over the whole of an input image. The average brightness values are calculated in the lower region based on the particle position (Brightness check). When the average brightness value of the particle position is lower than that in the lower region of the particle position, the gradient directions in the four regions based on the particle position are calculated (Gradient directional check in the four regions). The condition of the eye (open or closed) is estimated by using the combination of gradient directions in four regions. Then, the likelihood corresponding to the condition of the eye is calculated by the gradient directional features to estimate both eye positions. The eye position is decided as the average position calculated by the higher ranked c particles with large weights, ) (n t π . Re-sampling the particles and calculating the new likelihood produce an estimate of the eye positions in the next time period. The brightness check is performed to decrease the computational cost and to improve the detection accuracy rate. The gradient direction check in the four regions is performed to reduce the candidate regions for the eye position.
In order to estimate both eye positions independently using the particle filter, two particle groups are employed. The eye position is determined based on the average position calculated by the higher ranked c particles, with large weights, ) (n t π , in each particle group. When the particles of one group enter the region that is determined based on the eye position detected by another particle group, the constant low weight, z , is given to these particles. This criterion prevents duplicate eye detection by both particle groups.
Likelihood Calculation
The likelihood represented by the normalized weight, ) (n t π , in respective eye conditions (open or closed) is obtained from the gradient intensities of the specific direction calculated by the Prewitt filter. The four directional Prewitt filters are shown in Fig. 2 . The gradient intensity is multiplied by the constant value, amp, to enhance the edge of the eyes. The enhanced gradient intensity,
is given by
where
is the gradient intensity in location ( )
. For likelihood calculation, the enhanced gradient intensities of the specific direction in the predetermined regions are used.
The regions in which the gradient intensity is calculated are shown in Fig. 3 . The positions of regions 1 R to 4 R , for calculating the gradient intensity, are fixedly determined based on the particle position. From the feasible eye (face) size specified in the eye detection system, the region sizes are predetermined to extract the shape features of the iris. In region
, the summation of the enhanced gradient intensity obtained by each Prewitt filter,
, is given by
, max arg
The gradient direction, i D , in region i R , is determined by the type of Prewitt filter with a maximum of ij g , as shown in (12) and (13). The combination of the gradient direction,
(Condition 1) when the particle is located inside the iris. However, when the facial direction or gaze direction deviates from the optical axis of the camera, the gradient direction in regions 2 R and 4 R are not always 2 P or 4 P . This is because the iris edge in Here,
means the negation of j P (e.g.,
In case the subject eye is closed, the gradient directions in regions 2 R and 4 R will hardly be 2 P and 4 P , respectively. Therefore, when the particle is located near the closed eye, the combination of the gradient direction would be represented by
Likelihood Calculation of Open Eye
When the particle satisfies either Conditions 1, 2 or 3, it is assumed that this particle is located near the open eye. In this case, enhanced gradient intensity in regions 1 R to 4 R and additionally in regions 5 R and 6 R are calculated.
The regions for the gradient intensity calculation are shown in Fig. 3 . To extract the shape features of the upper eyelid, the regions 5 R and 6 R are predetermined from the feasible eye size specified in the eye detection system. The enhanced gradient intensity in 5 R and 6 R are calculated ( )
( )
The average of the higher ranked k enhanced gradient intensities in regions 1 R to 6 R are calculated by ( ) ( ) 
Likelihood Calculation of Closed Eye
When the particle is located near the closed eye, the combination of the gradient directions would be represented by { } 4 3 2 1 , , , P P P P G = (Condition 4). In the Condition 4, the weight of the particle for likelihood is calculated using template matching. The template is the average image produced using several closed eye images. The weight of ). Here, the matching score is obtained by calculating the SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) between the captured image and template. β is the weighting coefficient that generates the lower likelihood, compared with those in Conditions 1 to 3. On the other hand, when the conditions of the brightness check or the gradient directional check (Conditions 1 to 4) performed for each particle are not satisfied, the constant low weight, z , is assigned to the relevant particle.
Rejection Function for Incorrect Eye Detection
For those criteria used to judge whether the position of the detected eye is correct or not, the facial roll angle, θ , and the distance between both eyes, d , are employed. The definition of θ and d is shown in Fig. 4 . Based on the feasible face size specified in the eye detection system, the distance between both eyes, which depends on the face size, is decided. In addition, the proposed eye detection system allows for o 40 ± facial roll angle. The rejection function, representing the occurrence of incorrect eye detection, is outlined as follows. [pixels], either particle group is assumed to have detected the eye position incorrectly. The number of incorrect eye detection frames is incremented accordingly. The eye detection system determines that either particle group has induced incorrect eye detection when the condition specified in (19) is continuously satisfied for 10 frames. The particles inducing the incorrect eye detection are then re-generated. To determine which particle group induced the incorrect eye detection, the cumulative maximum likelihood of each particle group over 10 frames is used. The maximum values of the likelihood for particle groups 1 and 2, in each frame, are represented by the eye detection system determines that particle group 2 has induced incorrect eye detection and the relevant particles are then re-generated. On the other hand, when
, the particles of group 1 are assumed to have induced incorrect eye detection, and are therefore regenerated. After the identification of incorrect eye detection, the rejection function becomes invalid for 30 frames, in order to ensure the stable detection of eye position using the re-generated particles. The regions in which the constant low weight, z , is given to the particles which have induced incorrect detection.
When either particle group is assumed to have induced incorrect eye detection, the particles of this group are regenerated. When the particles of group which have induced incorrect eye detection enter the region that is determined based on the eye position detected by another particle group, the constant low weight, z , is given to these particles. This region is shown in region 1 of Fig. 5 . The other region 2 of Fig. 5 is decided by the particle group which has induced incorrect eye detection. If particles of this group enter the region 2, the constant low weight, z , is given to them so that the region 2 does not become the eye position again by these particles which have induced incorrect detection. The regions 1 and 2 of Fig. 5 are valid for only particles of group which have induced incorrect detection. These regions are invalid when the rejection function is valid again. This function makes it possible to immediately detect the eye again when either particle group has induced incorrect detection.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed eye detection method, eye detection rates for various facial rotation (roll, yaw, pitch) angles are obtained using the face database of the Softopia Japan Foundation [11] . The number of facial images used for the experiment is 300 (one facial image per person). To obtain the facial roll angle images, the facial image is rotated around the image center. 6 shows the examples of eye detection. Detected eyes are shown as red and blue crosses. In Fig. 6 , two crosses are located inside each iris. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . Tables 1 to 3 present the average and the standard deviation of eye detection rates in all facial roll, yaw, and pitch angles, respectively. In Fig. 7 , the red diamond represents the correct simultaneous detection rate (both eyes in tandem), the blue square represents the rate of correct detection for only a single eye, and the green triangle represents the rate of incorrect detection for both eyes. The horizontal axis shows the facial (a) roll, (b) yaw, and (c) pitch angles, respectively. The vertical axis is the correct and incorrect eye detection rates. The experimental results show that the average detection rates of both eyes for roll, yaw, and pitch angles of the face are more than 90% by using rejection function for incorrect eye detection, respectively. On the other hand, the simultaneous detection rates decrease in the roll and yaw angles of Tables 1 to  3 demonstrate the small variation in eye detection rates with varying facial pose changes. The rejection function provides the 4.4%, 4.5%, and 4.9% increments in average detection rates of both eyes for roll, yaw, and pitch facial angles, respectively. The rejection function for incorrect eye detection provides the increase of the eye detection performance. 
Real-time Processing
The proposed eye detection method is performed on a PC with 2.8GHz CPU (Core i7-860) in real-time. The processing time (computational cost) is measured using the dynamic images in which the face roll angle of subject changes from -30° to 30° and from 30° to -30° continuously. Three males and one female participated in the experiment. The processing time is measured with 2,400 frames of the dynamic images in two states (transient and tracking states) of particles. First, the particles which have randomly distributed over the whole of an input image search for both eyes. This process is defined as the transient state. After both eyes are detected by two particle groups, these particles track the respective eyes. This process is defined as the tracking state. The average and the standard deviation of processing time in the transient state is 85.4 ± 28.1 [ms] . Average and standard deviation of processing time in the tracking state are 20.4 ± 1.08 [ms] . In this experiment, both eyes are correctly detected in all frames of dynamic images by using rejection function for incorrect eye detection.
Conclusions
In this study, we propose an eye detection method that is robust to facial pose changes using gradient directional features and a particle filter. From experimental results, the average detection rates of both eyes for roll, yaw, and pitch angles of the face are more than 90% by using rejection function for incorrect eye detection. In addition, the rejection function produces the 4.4% to 4.9% increases in the average detection rates of both eyes for 3-D facial pose changes. Our proposed system can correctly detect both eyes in approximately 20 ms. The proposed eye detection method can track both eye in real-time and is robust to the facial pose changes. In future work, we plan to evaluate the performance of the proposed eye detection in various ambient lighting conditions.
